DOMINICAN SCHOOL OF PHILOSOPHY AND THEOLOGY
MASTER OF ARTS (Theology) EXAM FORM

Student: _________________________________________________________________

Date of the exam: _________________

INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE READER: Please enter the evaluation score below for each question and submit the form to the DSPT Registrar.

Course Name and Number: ________________________________

Score for Question 1:                      Score for Question 2:

☐ Pass                                    ☐ Pass

☐ Fail with the possibility of retaking this section    ☐ Fail with the possibility of retaking this section

☐ Fail with no possibility of retaking this section    ☐ Fail with no possibility of retaking this section

________________________________        __________________________

Name of Reader                Signature                   Date

Course Name and Number: ________________________________

Score for Question 3:                      Score for Question 4:

☐ Pass                                    ☐ Pass

☐ Fail with the possibility of retaking this section    ☐ Fail with the possibility of retaking this section

☐ Fail with no possibility of retaking this section    ☐ Fail with no possibility of retaking this section

________________________________        __________________________

Name of Reader                Signature                   Date

Date exam was retaken (if applicable): ________________

____________________________________________________________________________

NOTE: The professor for each course on the exam will grade both questions for that course. Students must receive a minimum grade of pass on all four questions in order to graduate. In the case of an academic dispute between the student and the faculty member(s), the procedures outlined in the DSPT Student Handbook will apply.